DNA – WHAT CAN IT DO FOR US?
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Vocabulary:
Allele - A DNA sequence that repeats at a certain locus or place. The allele value is the number of times
the sequence repeats. Pronounced uh-LEEL.
Autosomal DNA - The non-sex chromosomes. Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes: the first 22 pairs
are autosomal DNA and the 23rd pair consists of the sex chromosomes (the X- and Y- chromosomes).
Chromosome - A structure found in the nucleus of a cell that contains genetic material. Humans have 23
pairs of chromosomes; 22 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes.
DNA-Y-Chromosome Segment - The "name" of a marker on the Y-chromosome. It is assigned based on
a nomenclature system controlled by the HUGO [Human Genome Organization] Gene Nomenclature
Committee, which assigns DYS numbers to newly discovered markers.
Gene - A segment of DNA which contains the genetic code to make a certain protein or part of a protein.
Genetic Distance - The number of differences, or mutations, between two sets of results. A genetic distance
of zero means there are no differences in the results being compared against one another (exact match).
Haplogroup – a designation on a DNA sample that shows a group with a common set of results for certain
markers in the first 12. Comes from the term “haploid” meaning to share chromosome characteristics.
Marker - A physical location (locus) on the chromosome. Family Tree DNA offers 3 levels of Y-DNA
testing: 12-marker, 25-marker and 37-marker.
Mitochondria - A specific organelle in the cell that helps it to produce energy.
Mitochondrial DNA - The genetic material found in mitochondria. It is passed down from females to both
sons and daughters, but sons do not pass down their mother's mtDNA to their children.
Sex Chromosomes - The X- or Y-chromosome. Normally males have one X and one Y and females have
two Xs.

X-Chromosome - One of the two sex chromosomes, X and Y. X is the sex chromosome that is present in
both sexes: singly in males and doubly in females.
Y-Chromosome - One of the two sex chromosomes, X and Y. The Y-chromosome passes down from
father to son. Females do not receive it. The fact that the Y-chromosome goes down the paternal line
makes it valuable for genealogy studies, since it typically follows a surname line.

DNA Basics
Back to DNA Basics
Why is DNA shaped as a spiral?

-A high school student from Australia

May 3, 2005
Almost everybody who talks about DNA can tell you it is double stranded. And that it forms a twisted ladder or a double helix. But
few people can tell us why.
DNA is a spiral for a number of reasons that have to do with what it is made of. Let's dig deeper, break open the DNA and figure out
why it is put together in that shape.
DNA has three parts -- sugar, phosphate and bases that are linked together chemically in a particular way. Surprisingly, a big part of
what makes DNA a spiral has to do with how well each part dissolves in water!
The sugar molecule is like the sugar we use in our foods. To sweeten our coffee or lemonade, sugar has to dissolve in water. When
something can dissolve in water, it is called "water-soluble" or hydrophilic.
Phosphates aren't as well known as sugars but they are really important for our body. They are also used in baking mixes, fertilizer,
and lots of other things. To be used in these ways, phosphates need to be able to dissolve in water too.
Okay, the sugars and the phosphates are water-soluble and so are called hydrophilic molecules. What about the bases?
The bases, the famous A, G, T, and C's that you've probably heard about, hate water. They are not water-soluble, they are
hydrophobic.
What happens to these molecules when you put them in water? Something similar to what happens when you mix oil and water. All
the oil droplets will pool together and self-associate and not blend with the water.
But most of the space in the cells is filled by water. How are these hydrophobic or water-insoluble bases going to exist in the cell?
They become water-soluble once they attach to a sugar and a phosphate to form a "nucleotide", the building block of DNA. To avoid
water, the bases have to stack themselves in the center, while the sugar and phosphates stay outside (see 1).
But if the bases just stack themselves, this will still leave space between the bases through which water can sneak in (see 1). This
space needs to be covered up.
One obvious way to cover up this space is to bring in another chain to cover it up forming a straight ladder (see 2). This is one of the
reasons why DNA is double stranded.
This still doesn't take care of the holes between the bases. One solution to get rid of the 'holes' is to skew the ladder to one side (see
3). We can think about this as turning a ladder into a staircase.
It turns out that although the skewed ladder closes the 'holes', it introduces a new problem. In this arrangement, neighboring atoms
bump into each other.
To avoid bumping into each other, the staircase has to twist a little bit. This turns our staircase into a spiral staircase. This extra
twist at the end is the reason for the helical shape.
Phew! You'd think something as elegant and beautiful as the famed double helix would be easier to explain but it's not.
A great book on the subject is: Understanding DNA: the molecule & how it works by Chris R. Calladine et al., Elsevier Academic
Press, 2004.
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